The 2010 Salespoint Project Course What Team WINF02 Actually Did
described by Lothar Schmitz
There may be considerable difference between how a project course is designed
and what actually happens in the course. The aims and concepts of our project
course are described elsewhere (see next page). Here, we try to give you an
impression of what it is like to do a project based on the Salespoint framework as
a student. We do this by showing you some of the artefacts that a student team
has produced during the 2010 project course at our place, the University of the
German Federal Armed Forces in Munich.
Naturally, this course was held in German and thus all documents are German,
as well. In order to make this material accessible to an international audience,
we are going to show you screenshots of the original artefacts as produced by
the students and explain them in English. This will hopefully give you a general
idea of what was going on ...
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We assume that you have already read one of our English papers on the
Salespoint framework and its potential advantages when used as the basis
of a beginners‘ project course introducing them to team work in software
development (see http://www.salespoint-framework.org/publications, e.g.,
the CSEE&T 2000 paper).
Before turning to team WINF02‘s materials we briefly describe the contents
of the project homepage (http://www.unibw.de/inf2/Lehre/HT10/progproj).
This is where the students would find all they had to know about the course
(and where they would continuously document their own progress - visible
only internally):
• General outline of the course and its aims
• Helpful literature on UML, Java, JUnit, Design Patterns etc.
• Persons involved and their respective roles
• Overview of the project phases and deliverables
• Detailed directions and guidance for each project phase
• Choice of twelve different assignments - one for each team
Now let us take a look at team WINF02‘s materials ...
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The text on the right hand side is the
original task assignment the students
were given by their tutor.
The task is to develop a program for
managing a Getränkekeller (German
word for a cellar room where beer and
other beverages are kept) in the student
dormitories.
The program will grant the inhabitants
password/barcode-protected access to
the cellar and for that purpose will keep
accounts for all the students.
Also, the program will help the Getränkewart (the manager of the Getränkekeller)
with his duties, in particular to keep the
stocks well filled, and to ensure that all
debts are cleared regularly.
As described on the project home page,
team WINF02 will now have to analyze
the assignment in detail ...
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On the project homepage,
the detailed directions for
the analysis phase tell the
students to
• fill in details missing from the
assignment description and
resolve ambiguities
• make a list of all use cases
and a UML use case diagram
• prepare some GUI sketches
and possibly a storyboard
• iterate the above steps until
a stable analysis model is
established delineating the
future system‘s functionality
• draw a coarse-grained UML
class diagram showing the
static structure of your domain
• write a first version of the user
manual
• set up the structure of a test
handbook covering all the
above use cases
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Team WINF02 started by producing an
extended version of the original task
description they had been given by the
customer - who supposedly does not
know much about computers.
The aim was to fill in all the details that
were missing in the original description
and to make precise the meaning of all
the requirements.
On the right hand side, you can see the
(first part of the) extended description as
produced by team WINF02. The original
description is still visible in black; any
extensions and clarifications added by
the team are shown in orange.
This document is the result of intensive
discussions within the team and of
negotiations with the customer (who is
represented by the tutor), who finally
approved it as new contractual basis.
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Next, team WINF02 identified and listed all the use cases implied by the task description,
gave a detailed description of each use case and produced UML use case diagrams:
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From these more technical documents, a first version of the User Manual was derived.
Here, we just show the page which explains one of the main use cases: removing a beverage.
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Team WINF02 also described the static structure of the program (as understood so far)
in the form of a UML class diagram, the top part of which is shown below:
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Finally, hand-drawn GUI sketches (aka wireframe models) like the following were produced.
This sample sketch shows the screen to be used for removing beverages.
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In an intermediate phase between analysis and design the students learned
about the Salespoint framework:
• Its general structure and components:
Catalogues, Stocks, User Management, Logging Facilities etc
• How to model User Interactions as Salespoint Processes
• How to adapt Salespoint components
The rationale for postponing the introduction to Salespoint until after the
analysis phase is that we want to keep analysis free from implementation
considerations. Once the students have grasped the concepts of Salespoint,
functional analysis tends to be guided (or even narrowed) towards solutions
that are 'Salespoint-compatible'.
Students acquire the basics of Salespoint by
• attending a presentation given by their tutors
• reading an introductory text
• then working through a tutorial
• and finally solving small problems,
typically adapting some Salespoint code to concrete requirements
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The exercises for Team WINF02 were all related to a video rental service.
Among other things, they learned how to filter the stock of the video service ...

This comment obviously still refers to
the code this filter was modelled on.
The new filter returns videos that are
suitable for children (age<18) according to Freiwillige Selbst-Kontrolle.
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... and how to set up a Salespoint process using FormSheets, Gates and Transitions.
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On the project homepage,
the detailed directions and
guidance for the design
phase tell the students,
that while analysis was
about what, the design is
about how things are done.
This will include a lot of
new detailed decisions.
In particular, they have to
adapt the class diagram
from the analysis phase to
the scope and options of
Salespoint.
Also, they have to recast all
user interactions into the
Salespoint process model.
This, again, requires many
adaptations.
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Regarding the UML class diagram, team WINF02 identified the following adaptations to be
necessary. The next page shows a small cutout from the resulting, detailed diagram.
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The Kasse (engl. cash box) class
from the analysis diagram now in
the design diagram has become an
attribute of class Getränkekeller.
The class hierarchy representing
people in different roles (Bewohner resident, Getränkewart - manager)
has been reorganized and is now
given in much more detail.
The classes Getränkekeller and
Nutzer are derived from the standard
Salespoint classes Stock and User
and inherit all their functionality.
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The dynamic structure of a Salespoint application is described by its processes, which
in turn are defined by special UML state diagrams. In Salespoint terminology, the states
are called Gates. State diagrams show all the Gates and all the Transitions between them.
Below, we have a typical Salespoint process diagram defining how beverages are added to
the system: Processing starts at the InitialGate, where data for new beverages are input.
Once the button OK is pressed, either a transition to ConfirmChangeGate occurs (if data are
valid) or (otherwise) with an error message back to the InitialGate. And so on ...
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More complicated processes are additionally clarified by UML sequence diagrams like the
one below which defines what happens in detail, when a user deposits some money.
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Still in the design phase, team WINF02 has established a test handbook in order to
ensure the quality of the resulting program.
Below, a few entries from the middle of the book are shown. Each entry, first, gives a short
description of the test, second, names the classes that are affected, third, states the
desirable outcome and, fourth, indicates whether the test is to be carried out manually (M)
or automatically (A).
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At the end of the design phase, some GUI mockups like the ones below are prepared and
discussed with the customer (tutor).

For selecting beverages

To Login-Screen.
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As described on the project
homepage, in the following
implementation phase
the students are expected
to apply an iterative strategy
(code-evaluate-redesign).
Another demand is to keep
the test handbook and other
artefacts from previous
phases up-to-date (and also
visible on their homepage)
all the time.
Additionally, at every intermediate milestone both a
functional program prototype
(i.e., an executable jar file)
and its complete jadadoc
have to be presented.
Finally, by the end of this
phase the user handbook
must be completed.
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This is the WINF02 team homepage, where the implementation phase status shows that
by now most of the use cases have been implemented successfully (hence, marked green):
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Team WINF02‘s javadoc shows the packages their GKVS (GetränkeKellerVerwaltungsSoftware,
engl.: GetränkeKeller management software) consists of: model, GUI, test classes etc.
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Class GetraenkeKatalog inherits from the standard Salespoint class CalalogImpl. Its javadoc
description shows how many interfaces have to be considered in this adaptation.
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Meanwhile, quite a few tests have been completed successfully, marked green in the test
handbook, while those that have not been done yet are marked yellow. Unsuccessful test
would be marked red.
Some of the test are carried out manually (M), others automatically (A) using JUnit tests.
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The Anpassungen page lists all the required modifications in order to bring the artefacts from
previous phases up-to-date. This among other things includes the sequence diagrams.
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Since in the implementation
phase the source code of
classes and methods is
available, we can use the
round-trip-engineering
features of modern IDEs
and generate the diagrams
directly from the code.
That way, the diagrams and
their corresponding source
core are guaranteed to be
in sync! This works well for
class diagrams, but not for
sequence charts.
Thus, the diagram for method
getInitialGate() shown
on top was produced by hand.
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This is the top part of the
table of contents from the
GKVS user handbook.
It describes what users and
the Getränkekellerwart can
with GKVS.
The more interesting part is
the administrative functionality offered to the Getränkekellerwart: taking inventory,
some accounting, and also
managing the stocks.
We take a look at how the
users get their drinks ...
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The window below shows (in the left hand side) the beverages offered in the Getränkekeller,
giving the name, the price per bottle, and the number of bottles currently in stock.
The right hand side is the user‘s data basket. Bottles are moved via direct manipulation. A
purchase is concluded (or cancelled) by pressing the buttons in the lower part of the window.
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Was that it?
Have we seen everything team WINF02 did?
No: what we have seen is only the proverbial tip of the iceberg!
It is neither possible nor sensible to show you all the results produced by
seven people in about three months. Still, the material you have seen gives
you some impression of what our students typically do in their programming
project courses.
Actually, after implementation there is one more phase to be overcome by
the teams. In the maintenance phase, the teams not only have to eliminate
any bugs found so far; they also have to carry out some small modifications
and/or extensions the customer wishes. This will be a minor effort for the
team if their design was sound and easy to maintain. Otherwise, they will
suffer from their own sloppy work.
For most of our students, this is the first time they tackle a substantial
programming assignment and experience the highs and lows of team work.
Most of them like it - at least in retrospect!
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